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Message from Headteacher:
Dear Parents and Carers,
The 1st June not only welcomed the beginning of the 2nd half of the Summer Term but it also welcomed the reopening of the
school for the Year Six students as per government guidance. While it is a very different learning environment I have been
impressed with how the students have adapted to the new provision. Not only is it a challenge within the classrooms to adjust
to different teaching and learning methods, but the Year Six students have had to demonstrate restraint in their social
interactions with each other. The excitement of seeing their peers is supported by hearing me remind them with the catchy
phrase of “2 metres please” on a regular basis.
In increasing the number of students across the school we can see how this will have a knock on effect of welcoming more
students back. Plans are in place for the Year One pupils to start a phased re-entry to the school from Monday. The staff have
been working hard in preparing the learning spaces for a new wave of “pods” to arrive. We are getting ready to support these
students from both an academic and pastoral perspective.
Learning awards this week include –
KS2 - Leadership in Learning
Ram – Y3

EYFS/KS1 – Learning Champions
Sonny - Rec

Rian – Y3

Reya - Rec

Aimee – Y3

Aiyden – Y1

Jahid – Y5

Riya – Y2

Dhruv K – Y6
Congratulations to all of these students for the hard work they are demonstrating either in school or through the Home Study
provision. Keep up the amazing work.
As I look through my diary for the remainder of the term my heart sinks slightly, our current situation has stalled a lot of the
wonderful activities that would normally happen during this part of the Summer Term. I am comforted in the thought that we
will be back and we will be stronger than ever! I want to finish this newsletter with a quote I came across the other day which
seems quite relevant at the moment –
“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much” – Helen Keller
Take care and stay safe.
Mr Iain Sutherland
Headteacher

WHOLE SCHOOL CURRICULUM UPDATE
RECEPTION
A warm hello to all the Reception children and parents. We hope you have had a lovely half-term holiday and welcome back to
the second half of our summer term.
We will continue with our topic ‘All creatures Great and Small’ but with an emphasis on mini beasts. You can check the school’s
website and have a go at the activities the Reception teachers have set.
Some of the Reception teachers have been working with children in school this week. Here are some of the things they have
been doing.

We have made spiders, bees, ladybirds and butterflies as well as going on a mini beast hunt and writing facts about mini
beasts. You might have been watching how Miss Doherty’s caterpillars have grown and changed.

We are very excited about seeing them change into butterflies.
In maths, we have been learning about coins and money. Next week we will be having a go at counting in tens.

Next week in literacy we will be
looking at the book
‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’
by Eric Carle.

We hope you are spending your days keeping busy during this strange time. Please plan your day, doing one home learning
task at a time but make sure to plan lots of free time too. Please remember that children only need to send/submit x1 English
task and x1 maths task each week. These are highlighted in red in the Read Me First document. We are thinking of you all and
look forward to reading your messages and seeing your pictures on DB primary. As some of the Reception teachers are
spending more time in school with increasing numbers of children it may be that your child’s work, emails and forum
comments on DB Primary will be answered by another member of the Reception team.
Take care and stay safe.

YEAR 1
Hope you all had a lovely half term enjoying the sunny weather.
This week starts our final half term and we are so proud of how the children and their parents have shown perseverance,
determination and resilience during this time. It has been a joy to see all the fabulous Home Learning that the children have
been taking part in.
This week is also the beginning of our new topic, ‘Oh, I do like to be beside the Seaside’ where all our learning is seaside
themed. It is nice to see when children make meaningful connections across different subjects.
The week started off with a story read by Mrs Karadia where we saw the struggles Mr and Mrs Grinling had with trying to keep
his lunches safe from the scavenging seagulls. The children used their knowledge of the story to complete comprehension
questions. The children were asked to compile a shopping list for Mrs Grinling using their phonic sounds.
In history, we are also learning about how the Victorians spent their holidays at the seaside. We hope the children will be able
to make comparisons with the holidays we have now compared to then. Maybe the children might like to ask older relatives
about how they spent their holidays.
Capacity and Volume were on our maths curriculum this week, fitting in nicely with water and the sea. We hope the children
didn’t get too soggy trying to find out the answers to the capacity challenges we set them! Collecting containers and letting
the children play with water is a great sensory learning experience where children will also experience science concepts of
floating and sinking as well as developing hand-eye coordination when pouring. Let’s see what some of our Year 1’s have been
getting up to in the last few weeks….
Arya built his own 3D Masai Mara model over half term to complete our topic of Africa. We are very impressed with all the
bright colours. What a fantastic way to show your learning!

Arya has also been working hard with his maths, explaining his
thinking.

Maya loves to
draw. Here are
the pyramids in
Egypt as part of
her African
landmark
home learning
last half term.
She wrote facts
on the pyramids too.

Here is a picture of a Victorian Seaside also drawn by Maya.

Maya always
seems to be
busy on DB
Primary, taking
part in all
challenges.

Sienna has been trying her very best with her Home Learning and even supporting a friend on DB Primary when they were
finding something difficult. She has worked hard to solve some Safari Maths Word Problems. Here are some that she
made for Miss Westgate to solve. How did Miss Westgate do Sienna?
15 elephants go to drink some water then 5 elephants ran away to have a nap. How many elephants are there now?
7 leopards are sleeping then 5 join them. How many leopards are sleeping?
11 lions are playing when 7 more join in. How many lions are playing?
30 zebras are standing when 10 more join. How many zebras are standing?
40 monkeys are eating bananas when 10 more join them. How many monkeys are eating bananas?

Look at our Meerkat Gallery!
They have been drawn by some of the children in Year 1

Our budding artists are Aarohi, Aarushi, Amar, Arnish, Arshi, Arya, Branav, Dravyaa, Kiana, Maya, Rayan and Vedanshi

YEAR 2
Welcome back to the Summer Term! We hope you have had a lovely half term break and have enjoyed walks and picnics in the
sunshine.
Our topic this half term is called ‘The Caribbean’. Please see the updates below of what Year 2 have been up to:
English
This week in English, the children have listened to the story ‘Anansi and Mr Dry Bone’. The children had to write descriptive
sentences about the characters.
Next week in English, the children will be using their senses to describe the Caribbean. They will also be learning about using
past and present tenses in their writing.
Maths
This week in Maths, the children have been learning to tell the time to o’clock, half past, quarter to and quarter past on an
analogue clock. Some children showed the time on a digital clock too. They also completed time word problems.

Here are some snippets of the work below

Qayam 2D

Ishaan 2T

Katia 2R

Next week in Maths, the children will be learning about fractions. They will be finding and shading fractions of shapes.

Science and DT
This half term our science topic is ‘Healthy Eating’. This week we asked the children to create a healthy meal thinking about
including the different food groups. We were so impressed with some of the meals the children created! It made us feel very
hungry marking their work!
Here are some snippets of the work below:

YEAR 2 cont….
Additional Learning
Each week we are receiving lots of extra bits of learning that children have been busy completing at
home. We wanted to celebrate and share some of this learning with you all!

Nayaneka was inspired to write a poem about a Blue Tit that
she saw in her garden. Well done Nayaneka!

Niharika has made a vibrant rangoli pattern using leaves, stones, pine
cones, flowers and berries from her garden. Well done for your creativity
Niharika!

This week our DB Primary stars of the week are:

2R - Rory
2D – Aria
2T - Shradan
These children have been chosen for interacting on a variety of forums and activities on DB Primary, as well as showing a
brilliant growth mind set. Well done!
Stay safe and we hope to see you all again soon!

YEAR 3
Welcome back! The last half term before summer break! We hope you all enjoyed your half term and got lots of rest but also
had lots of fun in the sun. This term we will be recapping some of the topics we have already looked at over the year in
maths, English and foundation subjects. We look forward to the amazing work the children will be producing over the next
few weeks.
Before the half term and during we really enjoyed watching the children performing the poetry they had written about
changes in their life. Siblings being born, turning a new age, learning a new school and even having a haircut. It was lovely
seeing all their faces and just how much effort they put into it altering their tone while using lots of expression. We even had
a few which were filmed in fun places like a swimming pool. Please visit your community pages for your class to see your
friends if you haven’t already. It has been great to see your Haiku and Kenning poems this week as well.

YEAR 3 cont...
In science this week the children have been looking at healthy eating. A topic we have looked at before and they had the
challenge of creating a healthy and balanced meal.

In maths we have been focusing on 2D shapes and seeing what we remember about the properties and what angles each shape
has. Next week we will look at 3D shapes so get preparing!

YEAR 3 cont...
We received some lovely pictures of what the children have been getting up to over the half term and it’s great seeing what
skills they are gaining and how much fun they have been having.

Finally we just wanted to say we would have loved to spend these final weeks with the children as the summer term is always
one of the most fun. But we hope that this final term will still be fantastic for them and for you. As the school and the country
is starting to slowly reopen we hope you are still keeping safe.

YEAR 4
After a relaxing half term Year 4 have come back to their online learning with a new lease of life! In science we have been
recapping our knowledge on habitats and animals adaptation. The children made some wonderful models and drawings of
some great habitats. Below we have two habitats; one from Libby in 4M and one from Shyla in 4J.

In maths, the children took another look at fractions in a mixed question worksheet and in English they looked at using
apostrophes for possession and plural words.
In the coming weeks, the children will be looking at practising their addition and subtraction, in particular exchanges between
numbers. In English they will be creating character descriptions using figurative language to do so. The children will also be
able to complete a PSHE activity about positive thinking.
This week's other foundation task is slightly different! As you know we were supposed to be on our Kingswood trip. So in
honour of that, the teachers have put together some optional activities to complete over the next two weeks. As were doing
virtual Kingswood, we have asked that you take some photos and create a poster of your Kingswood: Lockdown edition! Go on
to our DB Primary page to find out the activities!
In other news, we also LOVE to hear about the other things you've been up to. This week we have Mihika from 4J and
Piranavan from 4V who started practising their gardening skills in the half term break and Ridit, also from 4J, who has been
baking up a storm and creating bright, eye catching posters to remind people to stay home!

Stars of the Week...
This weeks stars of the week are:

Louis (4M)
Olivia (4M)
Ridit (4J)
Well done, excellent job!

YEAR 5
Rumour has it that the Hatch End branch of PC World has seen a huge demand for new keyboards recently. We in year 5
suspect that may be down to how much work Year 5 are producing over DB primary. It's not only the quantity of work that
impresses, but the quality too. Here are some mighty fine examples:
In English we have had some excellent creative writing describing the day the Titanic set sail. Here is a great example from
Kaiyan Shah:

The seagulls screeching above in the humid sky. There were the screams and shouts of people all ages, loud as a
foghorn. I could smell the salt from the sea, the stands cooking up a feast if you put it altogether. There were also
the colours of what everyone was wearing there was Vermillion, Viridian, chartreuse and there was mauve. It was all
a miscellaneous of colours. The sky an azure colour. Then there was the leviathan Titanic. Standing in the port
dormant. The passengers going from the port onto the ship, waiting patiently until there ticks had been checked.

I could feel confetti landing on me like an elegant bird. The arms of many other people brushing past mine. I could
also taste the Sausages and the meats being cooked on the stands. The sellers screaming the head off shouting," Get
you meats, get me' while there hot." They too did to take the opportunity of making more money because of the
crowds of people just flowing in. You can hear the clip clopping of horses and carriages trying to make their way but
can't, due to the mass of the people.

Then every had waited for the moment the horn blew as if it was 1000 whistles. Then the coal black smoke started
to rise up in the alabaster sky then the conductor screamed " All aboard!" and from the it had started moving at
about 2 knots mph the, Then the Titanic has set sail and was now on its' way to its' designated coordinates the
people on-board waving back to port.

In Maths, many pupils have been weighing everyday (and some not so everyday) objects from their house.
They then had to convert between kilograms and grams and list their results as a table. Well done to all but some
particularly good examples were received from Dhruv Singh 5S, Beatrice T 5H, Harrison 5H. A special mention for Mattice
who managed to weigh his dog and Brian who somehow managed to weigh Harry's Goblet of Fire.
Design your own perfect town: Great effort was shown by Rajan , Kaylo , and Matthew

We appreciate all your efforts. Keep trying hard and working through any tasks that you may have missed. Stay
safe.
Year 5

YEAR 6
This week has been the first week back to school for so many of our year 6s. And what a week it has been! It has been lovely
to see all the smiling faces coming through the gates again – they have all been so sensible, sticking to their pods and
socially distancing. Well done year 6.
Here they are, looking fabulous in their pods

'We have enjoyed lots of English, Maths, PSHE and PE. We have especially enjoyed working outside (when it was sunny) and
on our ghost stories. We are all glad to be back to some normality!'
At school, the children have enjoyed lots of English, Maths, PSHE and PE. They have especially enjoyed working outside
(when it was sunny) and on our ghost stories. I know that all the children are so glad to be back to some normality!
In the absence of Miss Murphy, who is still having to self-isolate, we want to say a huge thank you to all the teachers who
are teaching the children instead.
Meanwhile, we still have a few homeschoolers who have been very busy at home. Dhruv K in 6J has put so much effort into
his Tudors learning and has created a whole project. Check out the Tudor house that he has made.

